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ABSTRAKSI 

 

Mooching (Mengemis) with frequent to child also colour metropoliss face in Indonesia. In 

Jakarta, many seen beggar in public road and looked to be by bringing baby as trik braze and 

require to feel pity for. Even, our television also have [done/conducted] reportase about how all 

that mooching [doing/conducting] its his [him/ it] [so that/ to be] looking more braze. There is 

making hurt made in, there is also which pretend handicap. Baby for apparatus to cadge even 

also there is its rental. Really inhuman. A newspaper have expressed that rent expenses one baby 

people of perhari to be invited to to cadge is Rp15.000 until Rp25.000. So, Iodger have to 

provide food and beverage to the the balita. But, seldom there [is] beggar giving milk to this 

rental baby. Nothing other than merely irrigate just sweet tea. Result of from cadging perhari, it 

is said like expressed by television, month;moon moment of ramadhan its production leap 

sharply. Many people which is competition give alms. No wonder if money of Rp100.000 sure 

perhari have on-hand. 

Fact above, big possibility also happened in Unlucky Town which in this context is around 

University campus of Muhammadiyah Unlucky, because economics difference affecting at 

kamiskinan, unemployment, and is situated behind of frequent society colour news in this town. 

Refer at background above, hence this research internal issue formula is: child transaction pattern 

of old fellow to Iodger for the activity of mooching in campus environment of III University of 

Muhammadiyah Unlucky and target of rent of child in mooching activity in campus environment 

of III University of Muhammadiyah Unlucky. 

This research will use approach qualitative with type research of case study (study case). 

Research qualitative is research type which is its findings do not be obtained to [pass/through] 

statistical procedure or other calculation form. 

Conclusion of this research is, first, mooching rent child in [doing/conducting] this activity 

because of by existence of difference of earnings [among/between] [doing/conducting] this 

activity with renting child ( more earnings), because if bringing moppet, one who pass will feel 

more pity and pity [is] so that moved to give money; both, activity rent of child for the activity of 

this mooching in causing by poorness factor and limitation of accomplishment of kebutahan of 

base live in theory context accomplishment of economic rights, culture and social; third, 

mooching activity with renting this child also related to its theory of him of Erving Goffman, 

where perpetrator practice management impression (impressive management) as medium so that 

seen very is requiring of aid with all drama which he play the part of. 

 


